
Bible Quiz

Who is who? What happened where? Who said what? Test
your Bible knowledge and find out what you already know and
where you still have gaps. How can you incorporate Bible
knowledge into your program? What about participants who
don't know anything?

Activities
Blackstories

What: With the help of the "Black Stories, Bible Edition (game)" Unfortunately sold out and/or
self-written Black Stories we want to test the knowledge and puzzles of the participants.
Age group in use: Teen (from 12 years)
Material: 

Stories with resolution
Theater props for acting

Bible quiz

What: The participants can roll the dice to determine the quiz category. Then a question
corresponding to the category is asked. If the question is answered correctly, the participant can
roll the dice again. Who can answer the most questions correctly (without any aids)? A ranking
list is kept. The questions are  provided , for example,by the document md-4-2001-2 (jungschar-
echt-stark.de).
Categories: Names, Numbers, Who said...?, Where is...?, Geography, A-Z
Age group in use: approx. from 8 years (depending on the questions)
Material:

Quiz questions
Quiz cube
Ranking list
Paper and pencil with names for ranking list

(Treasure) box with lock

What: A box is closed with a lock. To open it, the participants have to enter the numbers of the
Bible passage and can then open the box. Alternatively, the Bible can be used to search.
Bible passages:

Semester verse JS Schönenwerd: "You intended evil against me, but God turned it to good,
for he wanted to save the lives of many people in this way. That was his plan, and so it
happened." --> This is in Genesis ??? (answer 5020)
"call upon me in trouble, and I will deliver you, and you shall praise me." --> Psalm ??? (5015)

https://www.youngstarswiki.org/en/wiki/art/bible-quiz
https://www.jungschar-echt-stark.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Bibelquizeinmalanders.pdf
https://www.jungschar-echt-stark.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Bibelquizeinmalanders.pdf


"If you are not prepared to do this, then decide today whom else you will serve: the gods your
ancestors worshipped in the land beyond the Euphrates, or the gods of the Amorites, in
whose land you now live. I and all my household are determined to serve the LORD." -->
Joshua ?? (2415)
"And teach them to observe all that I have commanded you. And behold, I am with you
always, to the end of the age." --> Matthew ?? (2820)

Age group: from approx. 6 (more for smaller groups)
Material:

Adjustable lock with 4 numbers (or several)
Box with precious contents
Chain for closing
Bible

Reflection and variations
How can Bible knowledge be used in everyday life in the Ameisli / youth group? Why should Bible
knowledge be ''tested''?
Quizzes or tests, especially if you can win something, spur you on and motivate you to test your
knowledge. The aim is not to show what you don't know, but to celebrate what you already know.
Of course, the questions must be appropriate to the age and knowledge of the participants. It
should not be too difficult, but not too easy either. Everyone should learn something and enjoy the
knowledge. If you have participants who have no idea at all, then simply ask for basic knowledge
(e.g. of the Christmas story) or say the answer and ask the same question again next time. You
can always ask questions from the devotion you heard or from the last time.

Example applications:
Playingbeanbag ; if someone has it, answer questions to the leader, if correct, you can participate
again. If not, either to another leader or a new question.
Fangis; same as Sitzball, if you are caught, you have to answer a question and can return to the
game.
Post on terrain game; to collect whatever, post with Bible questions.
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